
On The Ball 

Of course there were those who noted the disorder.
Of course there were those who spoke up and argued.
Of course there were those who said that – exactly opposite to this ostentatious game of a 

flashy, deregulated turnover now disruptively invading low-income schools; exactly contrary to 
the chaotic managerial shuffling now swaggering into buildings attached to shimmering promises 
and an unprecedented funding?

Well, there were those who claimed that a truly good leadership for today’s struggling 
test-score-targeted schools alternately, and entirely, depended upon the hiring, supporting and 
empowering of long-term-dedicated, true-life-experienced educational leaders. 

Long-term veteran administrators willing to see their job in a school not as a short-term, 
quick-fix assignment, but as a years-long relationship-building, organically-evolving 
commitment.  Staunchly faithful career principals unwilling to see their schools, or the students 
who attended them, as the irreparable victims of an endlessly denigrated underachievement.  
Highly experienced educational leaders willing to hold minimal to zero interest in supporting the 
idea that schools and teachers must, in order to bring about a miraculously instantaneous 
improvement, be invasively and endlessly rearranged. 

For some, in fact?
The discrepancy between old-fashioned career-dedicated principals and this latest rash of 

modern-day business hires was crystal clear.  Doing my best to follow along at a back-to-school 
night, with a particularly focused care I listened as a Spanish-speaking parent declared a patent, 
and even transparently simple, distinction.  As she saw it?  

The contrast between good school leadership and bad school leadership was 
unambiguously clear.  It was, simply, the difference between a principal with balls... 

As opposed to one without.  
My grasp of Spanish being generally formal, although I missed many nuances embedded 

in the language, I yet managed to grasp the fact that this parent felt strongly – and was anxious to 
make sure that I understood it as well – that the recently-hired reform administrator who had 
been very abruptly placed in charge at our building; this decisively selected minority leader who 
had come into her community with big bilingual promises?  

Oh, she made no bones about it: 
Heavily and disappointingly?
This man had fallen unmistakably into the category of the latter.  
What our school required, and what we more honestly needed?  
Was a leader much more generously and obviously endowed: a principal who, as this 

woman now labored to explain it, would more clearly fit into the category of the former.  A 
courageously trustworthy advocate willing to fight for the idea that a school, no matter where it 
was located, no matter which students it served, had value.  A leader willing to argue that our 
school was not a bad school, despite what the recent glut of reform promoters kept serving up as 
their own version of a pessimistic neighborhood-and-culture-denigrating truth.

What we didn’t need?  
And here she was adamant.
What we didn’t need, and what we had been paying a huge price for keeping?
Was our currently assigned, and disappointingly spineless, administrator.  
This cowardly, testicularly-challenged man who, after selling out a parental trust?



Had shamelessly abdicated his role as a true neighborhood-and-culture-protective 
advocate.  

This man who, despite his many supportive promises, slippery as an eel had transformed 
himself into simply yet another in the growing spate of top-down, outsider-led school managers 
– simply yet another in the endless lineup of inexperienced, money-hungry employees who, as 
this frustrated parent now struggled to explain it, were taking over our district.  Self-interested 
recruits so gorged on avarice, in fact, that each was willing to agree (well, so long as the salary 
banked for an unquestioned agreement remained high): 

Low-income schools, especially those generating their lowest scores?
Were institutions literally wallowing in a socially unacceptable deficit.  


